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ABSTRACT 
In an effort to better understand the instabi
lities present in the near-wake of 
bluff bodies, an investigation on the effect of 
reducing the bounclary laj'er thickness at 
the trailing-end of a flat plate having a trailing-e
dge of finite thickness, was carried out. 
This was accon1 plished by the application of 
suction in1mediately u pstrcarn of the 
trailing-end in two forms, syn1metrica1ly (fluid rernoved fron
1 both the upper ancJ lower 
sides of the plate simultaneously) a.nd a.symmetrically (flu
id rcn1oved fron1 either the 
upper or lower side only). rI'he rno1nentun1 thickness 8 at
 the trailing-end relative to 
the edge thickness T \Va.s varied over the range 0
.078<8/rI'<O.Ol l. 
Frorn flow visua.lization, it \Va.s detern1ined th
at reductions in th<' values c)f 
wavelength .X and vertical spacing a of the vortex
 street of the order of 3,5% and 90%, 
respectively, occurred for the symmetrica.l suctio
n case. This corrcsponcls to a.n increa.sc 
in the ratio .X/ a of 572% for full symn1etric suction
 relati,,e to no suction. R,egarding 
tl1e shedding frequency, an increase up to 1.
5f0 , where Jo is the frequency a.t no 
~uction, was present when full sym1netric suctio.
n was en1ployed. 
Hot wire anemometer measurements provided 
informatio11 on the behavior of 
the downstream wake with time. Asymmetric s
uction minimizes n1odulations of the 
sinusoidal character of the wake, where·as sy
mmetric suction causes it to become· 
severely modulated with mucl1 lower amplitude re
lative to the 110 suction case. 
Finally, the use of symmetric suction alters 
the downstr.ea1n wake velocity 
profile such that the mo-mentum deficit of the 
shear layers decreases a.nd· tl1e drag is 
. reduced by a· factor of 2.5. For the asymmetric 
case drag reduction is also achieved, 
t~i. 
but only by a factor of 1.5. 
1 
. u· 
,,. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The flow past bluff bodies has been of considcral>le in1portancc in the 1>ast few 
decades because of its wide range of industrial and technological applicat.iclns. A flat 
plate ,vith a blunt trailing-edge of finite thickness r~prescnts such a llo<l)' and is the 
first subject of this discussion. In such a flow the shear layers se1>arating at the trailing-
edge will roll-up due to the difference in velocity between their inner and outer 
portions, and consequently two rows of vortices will shed alternately fron1 each side. 
Also, in such a flow, there exists a region of negative base pressure i111111ediately l1ehind 
the trailing-edge which serves to enhance the inward spiraling of the shear la.)'er and 
the entrainment of fluid outs-ide of it. 
In the following, the con ccpts and possible in terJJretati<lllS <lf the nca.r-\va.kc arc 
addressed; tl1en, considerations of suction applied to shear flo\vs arc rcvic,vcd. 
Concepts of the near-wake ha.ve shed light on the vortex shedding phenomena 
behind bodies of different shapes. These n1ay be grouped into three n1ajor categories: 
those employing a base pressure approach; tl1ose which make use of linear stability 
theory of the classical temporal or spatial type; and n1ore recently, those which 
consider instabilities in the near wake, accounting for the possibility of an absolute 
instability. 
The base pressure approach was first presented by Roshko (1954), who 
formulated the existence of a universal Strouh·al number using the distance between the 
separated shear layers at the location where they become para.llel. Bear1nan (1965) 
studied the effect of splitter plates attached at the trailing-end for l1igh Reynolds 
number flows. He showed how the presence of the splitter plates dec.reased the 
magnitude of the base pressure, thus reducing drag, as well as a base pressure 
2 
/ 
dependence on Reynolds number. Furthermore, the location of vortex forr11ation was 
seen to influence the magnitude of the base pressure, with lower values occurring when 
the vortices form closer to the trailing-end. Sin1ilar results were obtained hy Bearman 
(1967) when the effect of base bleed was studied. Finally, he proposed the existence of 
a universal Strauhal number, independent of base pressure, different fro111 lloshko's. 
The distance between vortex rows was used as the characteristic length, yet it only 
served to collapse his data at high Reynolds number. 
Regarding the linear stability theory approach, the work of Sato and J(uriki 
(1961) and that of Mattingly and Crin1inale (1972) provide insight into the n1cchanisn1 
of transition by way of shear layer stability models. These 111o<lels involve use of the 
Orr-Sommerfeld equation, or when the fffect of viscosit~y can l)c neglected, the Tla.yleigh 
equation. Sato and l{uriki were able to classify the developn1ent of the downstrcan1 
wake into three regions: a linear region immediately following the la111inar wake where 
disturbances amplify exponentially, a nonlinear • region where the exponential 
amplification of disturbances ceases, and a third, 3-Dimensional region. l\1a.ttingly and 
Criminale instead focused tl1eir attention on the near-wake regio11 proposing the 
existance of resonance between an upstrea:m and a downstrea.n1 tra.velli11g wave which 
would dictate the behavior of a small disturbance in the wake. This proposal leads us 
into the third approach mentioned above. 
Whereas in linear stability theory the downstream behavior of a disturbance is · 
dictated by the maximum temporal or spatial amplification rate, the near-wake 
response is better explained when the instability of the near-wake is considered. H uerre 
and Monkewitz (1985) have provided . the concepts of absolute and convective . 
.. 
instabilities in an effort to formulate a criterion by which inviscid, parallel shear flows 
can be classified. They defined an absolutely unstable flow as one in which, .. any 
3 
1' ~~ 
I 
disturbance in the linear growth region amplifies exponentially in place. Conversely, in 
a convectively unstable flow, disturbances, while amplifying, arc convcctecl do,,.,nstrcan1 
leaving their point of origin undisturbed. The proposed criterion, obtainecl after a 
complex mathematical formulation, is best described by Figure 1. The t,vo wedges 
shown confine a wave packet. Inside the wedge, disturllanccs are an1plified 
exponentially, while outside of it they decay. In an absolutely unstable flc>\V the edges 
of the wave packet will travel in opposite directions, with the ray x/t = 0 inside the 
wedge, indicating the possibility of a disturbance travelling upstrean1 as well as 
downstream. In a convectively unstable flow the edges of the ,va\'e pa.cket ,vii) tra.vel in 
the same direction, with the ray x/t = 0 lying outside the wedge, indicating that the 
disturbance can only travel downstream. The applicability of such a criterion to the 
wakes behind bluff bodies was demonstrated by the work of l\1onkc\vitz a.nd Nguyen 
(1987). Restricting their work to incompressible, inviscid, parallel, quasi-la.n1inar flows 
with very small disturbances, a two-parameter family of symn1etric wake profiles, 
.ranging from a top hat wake to a downstream wake, was modelled mathematically. An 
interesting result obtained is that a flow will start out absolutely unstable when the 
boundary layers leaving its surface are thick. On the other hand, if the boundary· layers 
are thin, the region immediately behind the bluff body is convectively ,.- unstable, 
followed ·by an absolutely unstable one. The extent of this convectively unsta.ble region 
is governed by several factor~. These include the presence of recirculating eddies, which 
serve to decrease its extent, the curvature of the mixing lay~r, which on the other hand 
enhances it, the downstream development of the w-ake, viscosity, and finally the actual 
r )\ 
shape of the body. The importance of such a finding is that any amplifying disturbance 
introduced in this convectively unstable region will compete with- the l{arman vortex 
I . 
street, which is the result of absolute instability. This phenomenon was evidenced when 
4 
the cylinder data of U nal and Rockwell ( 1985) showed the presence of an initially 
convective region in which the existence of disturl>ances of the varicose n1ode scrvccJ to 
suppress those of the l{arn1an n1odc. In order to properly account for the influence of 
the thickness of the mixing layers, Monkewitz and Nguyen proposed that the flow 
response, which is the result of resonance between an upstream and a downstream 
travelling wave, is dominated by the first resonance encountered by the flow, whether 
neutral or amplified. 
Recently, the concept of a global instability was form ulatcd by Chon1az, 
lluerre, and Redekopp (1988) and described by Morkovin (1988). It is defined such 
that its existence is dependent not only on the presence of a local absolute instability, 
but also when the region of absolute insta.bility reaches a finite, critica.l size in the 
strean1wise direction. 
More specifically, work by u·n-al and Rockwell ( 1987) shows that the source 
responsible for the formation of vortices be.hind a trailing-edge of finite thickness is a 
rapidly amplifying instability wave that arises from the instabilities in the shear layers 
at their point of separation. Applicable to a laminar, quasi-parallel flow· within a 
lim-ited range of Reynolds nu·mber, their investigation established the vortex formation 
length dependence on Reynolds n·umber as well as the level of fluctuation of 
disturbances at the trailing-edge. However, the rate of growth of these disturbances in 
,4 
the shear layers was seen to be parallel within the range of Reynolds n um her 
investigated, showing that the growth rate is independent of the magnitude of the 
fluctuation at separation. The agreement betwee.n the experimentally measured 
disturbance growth rates and those predicted by spatial and temporal theory were 
quite remarkable. It was ·also determined that 0m', the momentum thickness at the 
middle :o.f the exponential growth region, served as a normalizing parameter, yielding a 
5 
J 
... 
universal Strouhal number independent of Reynolds nun1l>er l>ased on trailing-edge 
I 
thickness. Recent work by Eisenlohr and Eckclrnann ( 1988) en1ployed as a norn1alizing 
parameter d', defined as twice the boundary layer displarf\rnent thickness plus the plate 
thickness. This also yielded a universal Strauhal n um h~r indepcnden t of Reynolds 
number based on d'. 
Thus far we have focused our attention on the flow l)ehind bluff l)odies, with 
particular emphasis on trailing-edge flows. We now turn our attention to the second 
subject of this discussion, boundary layer suction. 
Concepts of boundary layer suction appear<'d early in the century as a for1n of 
boundary layer control, hereon referred to as I3LC. BLC provides a n1eans for 
preventing or delaying flow separation, as well as provoking it, its use depending on 
which case yields the most favorable result. 1"'here are n1any wa.ys by \vhich the 
boundary layer can be controlled, the simplest being setting the surface ih n1otion. This 
however is impractical, and thus other methods, classified by· Cl1ang (1976} into two 
categories, are employed. The first of these, devices without auxiliary power, consists 
mainly in providing adequately shaped bodies such that separation is prevented or 
delayed, creating abrupt geometric changes like cavities or gooves, establishing a 
turbulent flow instead of a laminar one, since the former is less susceptible to 
separation, and finally, re-energizing the bou.ndary layer with devices such as spoilers, 
vanes, or splitter plates. The second category, auxiliary powered devices, requires the 
~ 
use of external power, and therefore from an energy standpoint it is important that the 
energy gained by the reduction or prevention of separation offset that ·required to run 
,, 
the auxiliary device. There are four principal methods that fall under this category, 
namely boundary layer suction, blowing, cooling of the surface, and injection of a 
different gas. Of these the one of interest herein is suction. When suction is employed, 
·~ 
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those fluid particles which have been decelerated because of friction near the wall are 
removed before separation can occur. 1'hc bouncfary layer thickness is thus cfccrcased so 
that the flow becor11cs less susceptible to transition, or if rcn1ovt'ct co1npletcly, a new 
boundary layer begins to form immediately after the suction slot so tl1at separation is 
avoided. There are two ways in which suction can be applied, continuously and 
discontinuously. For the case of continuous suction, the n1athen1atical forrnulation is 
well developed by Schlichting ( 1979)" particularly for flow over a flat plate. ~1f a,k i ng use 
of the continuity and momentum equations, an exact solution fclr the velocity profile, 
termed the asyn1ptotic suction profile, has l)een detern1inccl and is of the forn1 
where VO is the suction velocity. The profile is fuller than that for no sµction. An exact 
solution is also known for boundary layers in the presence of a pressure gradient when 
the free stream velocity is of the form 
and when 
f"'-.J X 
1/2(m-1) 
For the .case of compressible boundary layers over flat plates, Young a11d Lew, as 
reported by Schlichting, provided an asymptotic solution similar to that seen earlier. 
Because exact solutions are cumbersome to obtain, approximate ones are 
generally employed, and for this Wuest (1961) is most dilige,nt in providing a list of the 
various methods used. These include the method of Schlichting and Truckenbrodt 
which makes use of the von Karman momentum integral and that of T·hwaite and 
Stratford. Another method not presented by Wuest, but instead by Chang (1976), is 
-
7 
that of 11ea.d where, by way of the n1omentum equation ancf two co111patil>ility 
conditions, he predicted the point of separation for a velocity clistrilluti<>ll<>f the forn1 
U } X Uoo - c 
where c is the chord length. Wuest then continues with the n1ethods for turbulent 
boundary layers with suction, which are based prin1arily on the mornen turn and energy 
equations. Concerning three-dimensional boundary layers with suction, Liu ( 1985) 
proposed a solution for asymptotic suction of compr~ssihlc flow nPar a corner by 
making use of the momentum and therrr1al energy equations. Another exact solution of 
the Navier-Stokes equations, this tirne for reversed flow above a J)latc with suction was 
presented by Lin and Tabak {1986) for the case of non-pa.ra.llcl flc)\VS. 
The mathematical description of discontinuous suction is nclt a.s advanced and 
understood as that for its counterpart, yet in terms of a.J)plica.t.ions it is a.s w·idcly· used 
and beneficial. 
One of the early applications of suction as a form of BLC waB in airfoils, 
primarily because of the increase in lift and also for the reduction in skin friction. The 
introduction of the slotted wing by Handley and Lachrr.iann was, in the words of 
Lindfield (1961), the saver of many lives. Numerous experime·nts followed th.is event in 
' 
an effort to optimize t.he use of suction on airfoils. These focused on the type of suction 
to be used, continuous or discontinuous, and the location of its application, i.e. leading-
edge, trailing-edge, etc. In recent years techniques such as the trapping of free vortices 
on the surface of an airfoil, introduced by Chow, Chen, and, Huang {1986), have led to 
a better understanding and exploitation of suction. The trapping o.f free vortices which 
are stable results in an increase in lift. For the cases in·~ which suction is applied th-rough 
,\,, 
slots, the influence of the slot itself on the flow pattern becomes of extreme importance . 
• 
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Earlier work by Pfenninger. Bacon. and Goldsn1ith ( 1967) showed that in order to 
minin1ize the perturl>ations induced by the slot on the 111ain flow, the slc>t lleynolcls 
nu rn ber ( see };'igu re 2) defined as 
Rew 
sl1ould be less than Re = 100. Other considerations include the a111ount of 111ass to be 
sucked, the destabilizing effect on the boundary layer after it passes the slot., and the 
possibility of creating a Goertlcr instability due to the curvature of the strean1lincs 
imn1ediately after the slot. More detailed work l)y rrhon1as and Cornelius (1982) 
established the existence of a stagnation strean1line, a lleynolds nurnl)er deJlenclence 
for the stagnation bubble that forrns on the near side of the slot, as well as the pressure 
drop across the slot, the upstrean1 influence of the slot, an<J lastly the definite potential 
of the curved streamlines after the slot to generate a Goertler instability. Ironically, 
suction can be used to reduce the critical Goertler nun1ber. The work of Floryan and 
Saric (1983) showed that below a certain suction level, the critical Goertler nun1ber is 
decreased th us destabilizing the boundary layer locally. After this leve] is rca.ched, the 
result is an increase in critical Goertler number. This destal)ilizing effect at low suction 
rates is nevertheless offset by a reduction in the amplitude ratio of the vortices, so that 
the overall result is a stabilizing effect with increasing suction. These results were later 
confirmed by El-Hady and Verma (1984) whereby the investigation of Floryan and. 
Saric was extended for a range of Mach numbers using tl1eir own com_pressible linear 
stability theory for t_he development of three-dimensional longitudinal vortices along 
curved walls. Their results showed that suction is more effective at low Mach numbers 
since the critical suction rate, below which a destabilizing effect occurs, increases with 
Mach number. Thus higher suction rates are tequired in order to re.duce the 
9 
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magnitudes of the vortices at high Mach nu rn l>crs. 
Recently, a trend has been estahlishcd in which the suction slot design is 
replaced by a porous surface. 'I'hc validity of this trend has hccn vcrifiecf l>y lleynolcls 
and Saric ( 1986). Using a porous n1aterial con1poscd of woven stainless steel by the 
nan1e of Dynapore, they showed that for various configurations of Jlorous suction 
strips, the stabilization of Tollr11icn-Schlichting waves was achieved irrcsJ)cct.ivc of the 
configuration employed, and that the spacing between strips \va.s not a.s i1nportant as 
their location with respect to the region of n1axi111u111 grc>,vth rate. Earlier, Recd and 
Nayfeh (1986), using a. numerical technique, ha,eJ suggested that suctic111 l>c appliccl in 
the region where the a111plification ra.t.e is s1na.ll. l1"'urt.hcr ex1>crin1ents l>y Saric a;nd 
Reed (1986) confirn1ed the suitability of Dynaporc, and also tha.t of tita.niur11 sheets 
perforated with an electron l>eam. Both of these surfaces J)rovcd q·uit.e effective in 
providing a stable flow. The problern of ovcrsuction wa.s also add rcssccl and it was 
found that if the hole Reynolds number is en1ployed to characterize the suction strip, 
accurate control of the flow field can be achieved . 
One final mention on the use of suction pertains to its ap1}lication for 
axisymmetric bodies,. an area that has rec·eived attention only in recent years. In the 
past the full axisymmetric boundary layer equations over a long circular cylinder have 
been solved using Pohlhausen type and series expansion methods. Bar-lla.im and Weihs 
.(1985) a.re the first to have solved these equations with tl1e inclusion of suction and 
have been able to show that by applying distributed suction over certain parts of the 
body, transition is delayed or eliminated and · drag is reduced considera·bly. Their 
solution, which checks with the previous solutions for the case of no suction, paved the 
way for ·a second paper (1985) in which a two-parameter family of axisymmetric bodies 
was checked for its drag characteristics when distributed suction was applied. The 
10 
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results are very encouraging, showing <lrag rr<lucti<>ns <>f JR% and i~'X, i,t llrynol<IR 
numbers of 107 ancl 108 , r<'SJ><'ctivrly. Such valurs transJ;,tr l<> r11,·r~)' savi11~s which 
could warrant their application in fusclagrs, airshi1>s, and 1111<lrrwat,·r v,,hiclPs. 
The two subjects cfiscussf'd abovf', fl<>\V past a trailing.,·cf~,, and hc,uudar,y layer 
s u ct ion , for rn t h c ll as is of t h is i n vest i g at. i o n . I J ,, i n g t h ,.. fi rs t. "' < > r k < > f i t. s k i n d , no 
background inforn1ation on the particular us<' <)f s11cti<>ll a1>1>li<'d right l>rfc>rc the 1>oint 
where the boundary layers that forn1 on a nat J>lat.<' S<'J>arat.P has l>P<'ll ~iv,•11. It is the 
objective of this work to show the <'ffect <>f sucking th,• l>oundary lay,--r, and 
consequently reducing its size, 011 the vortf'x shr,ddinl]; bPhind a t.raili11g-,·dgP c>f finite 
th i c k n es s . J> a r ti c u I ar e r n p h as i s· w i II h <' g i v <' n t c > t h f' v rt r i rt t i < > n i n s ti , , d d i 11 g fr c q u c n c y , 
vortex waveiength, vortc--x vertical spacing, vc>rt~x f<>rrnat.ic>n l,·11gth, ancl d,·gr<'<' <>f 
coherance of the vortex street. F'urthcrniore, a C<->n<lition in which suctic>n is appliccJ 
suddenly and its effect is investigated. Alsc>, the issue <>f drag rccJuct.ic)n is a.ddressc<l. 
Finally, time tra.ces of the downstream wake will lJc prescnt,~cl in an <,ffc)rt .t<) csta.blish 
the overall behavior of the vortex street over ti1ne. 
11 
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.2. EXI>EJllMENTAIJ SYS'fEM 
ll aving defined the objectiv<'s of this investigation, the first steJl tak('n was the 
design and con st ruction of a closed-loop suction rig consist.i ng Jlri rn arily c)f a flat J>latc, 
a pair of cornputcr driven valves, and the corresponding piping systern. It was 
determined beforehand that the experin1cnts would be carried out inside a cl<>sed circuit 
' 
water ch a.n nel (Figure 3) having a pl('xigla.ss main test. section 12" \vide by 18" deep. 
Below follows a detailed description of the suction rig. 
2.1 Suction Plate 
The flat suction plate (Figure 4), 13" long by IO" wide by 3/,1" thick, \Vas 
milled from a solid brass piece. The inside of the plate \Va.s n1achined in- the shape of a 
contraction which serves to collect the water entering fron1 fhe toJ) and bott.0111 inlet 
ports and which then exits at the side of the plate. A 1/8" dividing J)iecc was left in the 
center of the plate, as well as 16 support struts, parallel to the direction of flow, 
machined at ?'n angle of 30° which serve as attacl1ment points for the upper and lower 
brass sheets. The two triangular cavities were 1nilled solely for the purpose of reducing 
weight. The pla.te is closed on either side by the two 1/16" bra.ss sheets mentioned 
above, one remaining screwed""'.on at all times (frontal J)ortion of plat~), the other, of 
variable width .(rear portion of plate} allowing the size of the suction slot to vary. Two 
1/16" openings were made along the spanwise direction at the rear of the plate ·which 
in the future may· be used with experimentation involving blowing. For the sake of this 
experiment th-ese two openings are sealed off with a 1/8" plexiglass strip screwed to the 
rear of the plate. The front of the plate was machined in the form of a male end which 
was attached to the female end of a 9" by 10" b_y 3/4" Plexiglas plate having a 5:1 
'-
elliptical leading edge (Figure 5). There is a 1" overlap between the brass and Plexiglas 
plates which allows 3 screws to hold the two-of them together. 
12 
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2. 2 False Walls 1lllil Floor 
In order to minin1ize the C'ffect of the side wall and n0<>r-g,,nerat"d boundary 
layers, two Jl)exiglas false walls 42" long lly 18" high by 3/8" thick, as well as a false 
floor 42" long by 10" wide by 3/8" thick, \\'ere inserted \vit.hin the n1ain t,,st sectic>n, 
with the suction plate n1ounted in bctW<'<'n (Figur<' 5). rl'hrec 1" r<>ds \Vere plac,,d iu the 
upper part of the false walls for additional support. Alsc>, to provid,~ a sn1c><>th 
transition fron1 the n1ain flow in th<' channel to the new test sPction, f.\V<> Pl<'xiglas 
?, ' . 
rarnps, angled at 8.125°, were placed vertically to gap the separatic>n hPtwcen the 
channel wal)s and the false walls. rf'h<' Sa.111C angle, 8.} 2f> 0 , \Vas C(}lltinued Oil the first 
three inches of the false walls and floor of the ne\v .test Sf'ctic>n~ 
2.3 Valves and Motors 
Because the actual suction wa.s inclucPd hy gra.vity (apprt>xirnat.cly 5' head) a 
way to control the suction flow rate had to be devised. This wa.s accomplished with 
two types of valves: a set of ball valves, and a set of butterfly valves. The ball valves 
(Figure 11), which are the simplest of the two, were positioned imn1ediately underneath 
the main test section. Their primary function was to control the n1ea.11 suction flow 
rate. The butterfly valves involved more detailed wo.rk (Figure 6). 1-,hese were made 
. 
from two 1" globe valves, after having the original ·valve ·stems. fcmoved and replaced 
with solid brass shafts. On these shafts a .flat was macl1ined on one end so that a ·brass 
disk 13/16" in diameter would rest on it (Figure 7). Two 1/16" bra.ss sleeves were then 
inserted inside the valves to restrict the flow passage even further, while at the same 
time restricting the direction of :rotation of the ·butterfly ( clockwise only). Since the 
primary objective of these valves was to apply perturbations to- the mean suction flow 
rate, two 380 in.-oz., series A compumotors were connected to them by means of a 
. 
rigid coupling. The compumotors serve to accurately control the opening and closin·g .of 
13 
, 
the valves. 
2.4 Return System 
Once the water passes the valves, it empties into a Plexiglas tank 2:J 1/2" lclng 
by 12 1/2" wide by 14 1/2" high situated directly llcncat.h thP111, and rais<'d 2" off the 
ground by three J)VC supports (Figure 8). rrhe ta.nk is J)rovided with a. l)oi]cr drain <lll 
one side to remove any rcma.ining water after operaticln. The water exits th<' ta.nk 
through a 1 1/4" PVC pipe and is returned to the rear tank of the rnain test section 
through a 1" flexible hose. A 1" brass check valve is con nccted to the hose to prevent 
any back flow from the main test sect.ion's rea.r ta.nk once the pu1np is turnecl off. The 
return action is induced by a bronze centifugal pun1p driven with a 1 II P l)C n1cJtor. 
The pump and motor are joined by a flexible coupling \vhich guards against shaft 
1nisalignment of up to 1/32". It is \\'orth\vile to n1cntion tha.t the pun1p a.nd n1otor 
-
came from two different sources and thus the need for the coupling. Because the 
suction· flow rates vary during the course of the experiments, a DC n1otor speed 
controller was wired t.o the motor in order that the rate of .influx would equal that of 
discharge. 
2.5 Piping System and Connections 
The main piping sections, those lying vertically (Figure 11 ), a.re 1/2" ID brass 
pipes. Howev~r, those shown horizontally on Figures 5 and 6 are 3/8" Sch. 80 PVC 
pipes, the size and material dictated by the limited space left inside the main test 
section after the false walls are inserted (1 1/4''). Regarding the co.nnectors employed, 
there are two which deserve special attention. The first of these is the brass piece which 
couples the brass plate with the brass nipples (Figure 9). Made from a solid brass 
piece 2" by 1 1 /2" by 1 ", it matches the rectangular exit ports on the suction plate, 
0 
converting its flow passage area to a circular one that matches that of the 3/8" brass 
1.4 
... 
, 
nipples. The second important connf'ctor is the one whirh allows the J)iJ>cs to exit 
through the floor of the rnain test scrtion (l·'igurc 10). ll<'rc, the taJlJ>c<I channel floor is 
sealed off by a }>VC plate e111t>cdclcd with l\\'O 1/2" PVC uni(>ns, llclth ends thrcacfcd, 
so that on one end the 1/2" brass i>ipe scr<'\VS on, and on the other a 3/8" barl> with a. 
1/2" male threaded end. At a later date th~ n1ain test section was replaced ancl so was 
the above n1entioned connection. Instead of a JJVC plate ,vith t,vc> 1/2" 
• 
unions 
embedded in it, a solid Plexiglas block 2" thick with t,v<> thr<'aded J><>rt.s ,vas solvented 
directly on to the n1ain test section. 1,his is the only 111odificatio11 to I·,igure 10. T,vo 
small pieces of 3/8" flexible hose then connect the barl> fittings on the llottorn of the 
channel with those on the PVC pipes directly above thcrn. 
A complete drawing of the entire suction rig is shown on };'ignrc 11. 
. I 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL 1'ECIINIQUES 
In order to gain insight into the c-ffcct of suction on the vortex street l><'hincl the 
trailing-edge, two techniques were cn1ployed, namely flc>w visualization and hot wire 
ancmon1etry. 
3.1 Flow Visualization 
3.1. l l{ yd rogen Bubble Tech n ig ue 
The flow visualization consisted primarily of the h)'<lr<>f.?/'ll l)ulJl>l<' tPchnique. In 
this technique a 0.001" platinum wire is 111ounted on a prol>e and JJlacc<I in the \Vat.er 
I 
either vertically or horizontally depending on the structur<'s l)f interest. A voltage is 
then ap1llied which causes hydrogen, or oxygen l)u bhle lines (if the polarity is reversed), 
that travel in the flow direction at definite ti1ne intervals. One of the kejr a.spccts to 
good hydrogen bubble visualization is the illumination of the flo\v field of interest. This 
was accomplished with the aid of two 90 watt strolJoscopic lights (Instrobe 90) 
synchronized to the Instar video system to operate at a flash duration of 10 
microseconds a:t a triggering frequency of 120 Hz. The video. system recorded the 
images at a rate of 120 frames- per second. Photographs were then take11 directly from 
the video screen ~t selected frames with a. Niko11 F-3 3fin1n1. can1cra . 
. 
During the flow visualizatio11 process, two flow fields of view were selected. 
These are shown on Figure 12. In the first of these tl1e hydrogen bubble wire. was 
placed next to the trailing-edge with the field of view comprising approximately the 
lower half of the trailing-edge and the first vortex that forms from the lower side of the 
trailing-edge. When the wire was placed at· this location, a problem disturbing to the 
visualization process arose, that of bubble rise. It was overcome, however, by insulating 
that portion of the wire above the trailing edge~ The actual insulation was achieved by 
16 
first placing a thin coating of correction fluid (liquid paJ>f'r) <>n th" wire sC'rving as a 
primer for the liquid plastic ta1>e, which <llhf'rwisC' \\'<>uld just forn1 int<> s1>hf'rcs <>nth, .. 
wire surface. 1~he s<'concl field of vif'\V J>rovides inforn1atic>n on the devel<>J>cd vort<'x 
street. It begins at a distance 2" downstrf'am of the trailing-ccfge, location at which th~ 
hydrogen bubble wire was placed, and <'Xtcnds approxin1ately 6" n1orc downstrca1n. 
Three types of cxperin1ents Wf'rc carried <>Ut and their results observed at each 
of the above n1entioned fields. rfhese \Vere suction aJ>pliPd syn1111etricall)', that is fro111 
the upper and lower sides of the plate at the san1e rate, suction applied aS)'Jnn1ctricall)', 
either fron1 the top and ·not the l>otton1 or fron1 the bc>tton1 ancl not the top, ancl 
sy1n n1etrical suction a.pplied suddenly at di ff eren t ti n1e ra.tes. 1"'hc rcsu Its of t hcse are 
shown and discussed i n the RES lJ LT S sc ct i l> n of t. his paper. 
3.1.2 Dye Injection 
Another flow ,,isualization technique en1plo~yed ,vas that of dye injection. rfhis 
one served to yield preliminary inforn1ation on the flo,v structures and was ernployed 
prirnarily in establishing the two-dimcnsio,nality of the flow field in the span wise 
direction and also the extent of the disturbances created by the boundary layers on tl1e 
walls of the test section. 
3.2 Hot Wire Anemometry 
The second major technique employed was tl1e a;tquisition. of data by way of a 
hot wire anemometer. For these measurements a DISA single .element, R-11, hot wire 
probe connected to a DISA constant temperature anemometer was used. The signals 
were amplified with a Tektronix, model TM 503 differential amplifier and then filtered 
with a Krohn-Hite, model 3700 bandpass filter set at 0.2 Hz for the low pass frequ_ency 
and 6 Hz for the high cutoff frequency. For this investigation the frequencies of interest 
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were in the range 0.7 llz - 1.0 Jlz. 1'he signals Wf're 111<>nitc>rc,t <Jn a 'I'ektr<>nix, n1odcl 
1'912 stc>rage <>scilloscope. The tirnf' signals Wf're acc1uir,,,I <>n a Zenith r11icr<>C<>r111>utcr 
equiJ)cd with a ctata acc1uisition l1oard an<I then pr<>Cf'SSl'd via a 1:ast F'ourif'r 'I'ransforr11 
to yield the power spectral clcnsity. 'l'h" n11n1hcr <>f sa1111>ling p<>ints was l(i38'1, the 
maxirnun1 nun1l>f'r perrnissiblc hy thf' prograrr1. On th" other hancl, the san1r>ling time 
interval varied depending on the data sc>ught.. l~c>r exar11plc, when frequency data were 
... 
of interest, the san11Jling t.in1e interval was 0.0122 s<'c. )'i<'lcling a rcsc>lut.i<>ll <>f 0.005 llz 
• 
and a Nyquist frequ"ncy of 41. Sir11ilarl.Y, whPn the arnplit.udP rn<>dulaticJn over time 
was of interest, the san11Jling ti1nc interval was ch<>scn S<> as to yiclcl apr>rc>xin1atcly 15 
cycles (6t==0.001 sec., Ny==5()011z), .~() cych~s (6t.==0.003G sec., Ny==13!) llz) or 200 
cycles (6t == 0.014t> sec., Ny==3'1 llz). 'I'his wa.s J><>ssiblr· based <>n previous kn<JWledge <>f 
the frequency range. In all cases we ol)servc tha.t the Nyquist frequency is well al>(>Ve 
the ra.nge of interest so that aliasing eff~cts have hPPll a.V<>id,~d. 
Just as with the hydrogen bu bl>le flow visua.liza.tic>n, tirnc da.ta and frequency 
data were obtained for different cxperirnenta.l using the hot 
. . . 
wire c <> n c I i t i <> n s 
anemorneter. This time however, only the sy1nn1ctrica.l suction case and the 
asymmetrical • suction (both cases) were investigated. Ii"'or these experiments, a 
significant location for the position of the probe clownstrea.1r1 of the tra.iling-edgc ha.(l to 
be established. Two representative cases were considered, <)ne where no suction was 
applied and another wit.h maximum suction, whether symmetric or asymmetric. Using 
data from flow visualization, the x-location downstream was chosen as the vortex 
street wavelength A which is equivalent to 3.40" for the no suction case and 2.16" for 
the maximum suction case. The y-location, defined from the ce11ter of the trailing edge, 
was chosen to correspond to the edge of the shear layer. Since the edge of the shear 
layer differs for the two suction cases studied, its location had to be determined 
18 
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beforehand. This was done again using <lata front flow visualization. l3asecl on the 
boundary layer thickness at the J>oint of se1>aration front the eclgc, /, 0 , and the 
development of the vortex street downstrca111 of the trailing-edge, an ap1>rc>xin1ation to 
the angle at which the shear layer gro,vs ,vas corr11>ule<l. 'I'h<'n, using this angle and the 
x-location downstream, they-location at the edge of the shear la)'er ,vas Pasil)' c>l>taincd 
via a trigonometric identity (Figure 13). This distance ,vas 1.5·1" for then<> suction case 
and 0.92" for the maximum suction case. The prohe ,vas al\Va)'S k<'pt <>n the upper 
portion of the shear layer. Thus, when applying asyn1n1etric sucti<)ll, the )'-l<>ration ,vas 
one t hat matched the suction con ci it i <) n on the u p pc r part of th<' p) ate. For 
comparative purposes data was also ol)tained at a y-location even with the trailing-
edge, y==0.375", and also at the wake centerline, y=O. These n1easurerncnts were then 
repeated after fitting the trailing edge \\'ith t\vo splitter 1>lates (Figure 14) a.t 7", 5.5", 
and 4" apart, their purpose to reduce the a.spect ratio of the wake fro1n 
A.R-10" /0. 75" == 13.3 to AR==7" /.0. 75"==9.33, AR==5.5"/0. 75"==7.33, and 
AR==4" /0. 75"=5.33. Regarding the frequency data, the x-loca.tion was selected~ at 1" 
downstr~m in order to avoid any external disturbances, a.nd the y-loca.tion at 0.58", 
the average of the maximum and minimum shear la.y.er y-locations at the edge of the 
plate. 
3.3 Ca.lculation of the Momentum Thickness 
-
One other aspect that deserves mention.ing is the manner in_ wl1ich the 
mo.mentum thickness, parameter that serves as the chara.cteristic length throughout 
this investigation, was obt,ained. The momentum thickness is defined as 
e = 8 j u (1 - u ) a(.~) Uoo· Uoo 6 
In this investigation however, an approximation was made based on the followJng 
( Figure 15 ): 
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Thus for the same timf' interval, 
U _ X 
(J 00 .- Xo 
Then, using enlarged photographs <1f the h)'<lrogcn bul1l>le tin1c lines right at the 
trailing edge, the boundary layer thickn<'ss at separation, 80 , was n1casurcd dir<'ctly 
from the photogra.phs as well as the ratio x/x0 at various l<>catic>ns, l><'ginning at the 
surface of the trailing-edge ( x / x0 == 0) up to the <'dge <Jf the bc>u n dar~y la)'<'r ( x / x0 == 
1 ) . 11 av i n g ob ta i n e d t h cs e q u a n t i t i ~ s ~ t h P In o 111 ,, n t u 111 t h i c k n "s s at s <' pa r a ti o n \\i a.s 
ca.lculated as follows: 
e f, · ' { L (1 -i) ~y } o ~ x 0 x0 . ~ 
3.4 Selection Qf Photographs 
Finally, we describe the n1a.nncr in \vhicll the photogra.phs of the first vortex, 
i.e. near field of view, were selected. Using the videota.ped inia.ges of the vortex roll-UJ) 
from the trailing edge, photographs were taken at three different instances during the 
motion of the vortices. By considering the position of the hydrogen bubble tin1elines at 
the center of the vortices, photographs were taken when the timelines were vertical for 
the fi:rst time, then when they becam.e horizontal, and finally when they w-ere vertical 
on·ce again. Of these three possible choices the 011es with the timelines vertical for the 
second· time are presented in this report since they seem to be the most representative 
\ 
of the vortex formation length z1. This is discussed in more detail in the RESULTS 
section of the report . 
. , 
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4. EXPERIMENTAi., RESUl.,TS 
The results of this investigation are based on the t_wo techniques dPscril>c<l in 
the previous section, namely flow visualization and hot wire ancn1cl111elr)'. 'l'hc first of 
these serves to provide qualitative infc>rn1ation on the effect of l>oundary layer suction 
on a flat plate having a t raili ng-cdge of finite thickness, 1,, \\'it h the suction slot l>ei ng 
placed at the trailing-edge. The second confirn1s some of the findings fr<)lll the flo,v 
\'is ualization process and also yiclcls ne,v in formation on flow characteristics. A 11 the 
results of tliis investigation are based on ReT = 1400, defined as 
where U oo is the mean flo,v velocity, T is the trailing-edge thickness, and v is the 
kinematic viscosity of water. Another paran1eter used throughout this reJ)ort for 
normalizing purposes is Ty*, defined as 
* . ... . 
TY == T + (y 0.5 U + y 0.5 L) 
where the subscripts 0.5 U and 0.5 L refer to the dist.a.nee bet,veen the surface of the 
plate and the position where the velocity in the boundary layer is 0.5 U 00 on the upper 
side of the plate (U) and the lower side ·(L) respectively. The boundary layer is that at 
the trailing-edge. Similarly, the paraineter T* 8*, defined as 
* * * T 8* == T + (8 U + 8 L) 
where 8* denotes the displacement thickness at separation, is made use of. Also, when 
the symbol 0 is em-ployed, it- denotes tl1e value of momentum thickness of one side of 
the plate only, that on which suction is a·pplied, whether symmetric or asymrnetric. 
4.1 Preliminary Results 
4~1.1 Velocity Profiles~ Separation 
The effect of suction· on the boundary layer thickness at the point of separation 
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is shown on f"igure 16. 1"he thr~ velocity J>rofiles correspond to nc> suction, full suction, 
and an intcrn1ccliate suction case, with values of ~/'f=0.,58, 6/'f'=0.20, ancl '5/'1'=0.08'1, 
respectively. In tcrn1s of th" shape factc>r 6* /8, these corrcsponcl l<> ~· /8=2.'18, 
6* /0=2.14, and b* /8=2.·18. 'l'al>lr I lists thr values c>f ~' 6*, and 8 nc>rn1alizecJ with 
respect to 1' for increasing suctic>n rat.r. On l·'igur<' 17 thr nc>rn1a.lized VPl<>cit.)' J>rc>filcs 
arc shown for various other suction rat.rs, in adclition to those rnrntioncd above. All the 
data collapses int<> a single vrlc>cit.)' dist.ril>utic>n irrcspectivr <>f thr an1c>unt <>f suctic>n 
appliecl. 
4 .1.2 'I'wo-l)i111cnsional l;'lo\v F'iPld 
The two-diinensic>nalit)' <>f t.hP fl<>\V ,vas- cc>nfirn1rd \vith thP. a.id <>f a hy<lrogen 
l>ubble wire J>laced acrc>ss the upper sidr <>f the. sucti<>n plate in the span\vise direction 
at a clistance y /6 .·I, cc>rresp<>nding t.c> the no suct.ic)n case. Figure 18 sho\vs 
photographs illustrating the downstrearn wake for tl1c cases of (a) n<> suction, (b) 
symmetric suction, (c) top suction only, an.d (cl) bottorr1 suctic)n c>11ly. In these 
photographs approximately 50% of the spa.n is show,u. 'l'he bul>lJlc lines a.re seen tc> be 
two-dimensional as they leave the tra-iling-cd~c, until reaching the pc>int where~ the first 
vortex forms and small sea.le turbulence sets in. Als<>, the sy1nn1etric suctic>n case 
displays a higher turbulence level than both the no suction a.ncl asyn1metric cases. 1·'-his 
will be observed again later in this sectic>n. For the cases of no suction an(l symmetric 
suction, the vortex roll-up over time was seen to fluctuate between that shown on 
Figure 18 and shedding at an angle of 20° with respect to the vertica.l a.xis. 1,his 
fluctuation may be tied to the periodic nature of the two-din1ensionality of the flow. 
Further evidence of the periodicity of the two-dimensional wake was obtained when a 
vertical wire was placed downstream of the trailing edge at a location x/T = 2. 7, 
corresponding to the left boundary of each photo in Figure 19; the right boundary of 
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each photo is at x/T = 10.7 (Refer tel Figure 12). The three photos of l;,igure 19 
represent the three modes of the wake structure ol>scrvccl ovf'r sufficiently long time. 
The structure proceeds frorn a well-cir.fined l\vo-din1cnsi<>nal vc>rtcx street (F'igurc 19a), 
through a regime exhibiting small-scale instability ( Figur<' 19h ), en cling with a highly 
three-dimensional wake (Figure 19c). 'fhe wake then rc-cstal>lishcs its two-
dimensionality and the process is repeated. This n1oda.l structure has not been 
quantified, but for the case of flow past the trailing edge with no suction, it is of the 
order of 50 to 60 cycles. 
4 .1.3 Effect Qf End plates Q!l the v\;" a ke 
The two-dimensionality of the \\'ake., as sho\Vll on F'igure 18, \Vas cxa1nined \vith 
the presence of endplates, attached to the tra.iling-cdgc at the loca.ti(JllS descril)cci in the 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES section. No changes \Vere recorded a.t the first two 
endplate locations (AR-9.33 and AR=7.33). At the third lcJcation however, 
( AR=5.33) the oblique shedding n1ode, discussed in the section above, lJcca111e less 
pronounced and over certain periods disa.ppeared altogether. This occurrence, or rather 
the lack of it, will be exhibited again wheri the time tra.ces obta.ined using the hot wire 
anemometer are ·presented. 
4.2 Visualization Qf the Vortex Street 
Figures 20, 21, and 22 show the effect on the wake of removing part of the 
boundary layer. The values 8/T selected .are representative ones over the range 
investigated, 1.06 E-2 < 8/T < 7.80 E-2. For each value of dimensionless 1nomentum 
thickness, 8 /T, two photographs are shown corresponding to the two fields of view 
discussed in the EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES section of the report. Figure 20 
corresponds to the symmetrical suction · case. Note the pronounced changes in the 
vortex street with 8 /T. In particular, one can observe the progression of the first 
• 
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vortex towards the trailing-eclgc 8.8 th<' value of 0/T decreases, i.e. M the n1agnitude of 
suction increases. The clownstream field of view shows hc1w the vortex streC't lc1s~s, t.o a 
certain, extent its two-dirn"nsionality, becoming son1ewhat three-cli111<'nsional with 
decreasing 8/1'. Also, the vortex ,va.vel<'ngth ..\, the v<'rt.ical s11acing a, aud the vortex 
shedding frequency f undergo changes with <lecrcasing 8/rr, the first t,vc> decreasing, 
the latter increasing. Furthern1orc, it was ol1scrved that the periodicity of the ,vake was 
maintained, irrespective of the amount of suction a.ppliecJ syn1n1ctrically at the upper 
and lower sides of the edge. 
Figure 21, which corresponds to the case of asj'l111netrical suctifJll (l)otton1 
suction only), shows significa.nt. differences as \veil as so1ne sin1ilarit.iPs \Vith the 
symrnctrical suction case. One ca.n ol>serve that the prc>gressil>ll <.>f th,~ first vortex 
towards the trailing-edge is not continucJ11s. In this caeSc the V()rtices rn<>Ve UJ)strean1 
when 8/T is decreased, then n1ove do\vnstrea111, then upstrean1 again. 'I'he trends of 
the wavelength ..\, and the vertical spacing a, are sin1ilar to the case of syn1n1ctrical 
suction shown ·On Figure 20. One striking difference·, however., is the degree of two-
dimensionality at higher suction rates. In Figure 21 there are insignificant three-
dimensional effects when contpa.red to Figure 20. ln fact the wake rc1na.ins rema.rkably 
coherent, and .d.oes not pass through the modes shown in Figure 19. Fig. 22 represents 
the same case as Figure 21, except suctio11 is applied at the top side of the trailing-
edge. The progression of the initially formed vortex is similar to that of the previous 
case except for the last photograph. Here, the timelines no longer roll up to fcl"rrr1 a 
vortex. The reader m-ay find it helpful to think of the near view photogtapl1s in Figure 
22 as those which would correspond to the upper portion of the wake in Figure 21 
when only bottom suction is applied. Similarly, the photographs of .. Figure 21 
correspond to the upper portion of the wake in Figure 22 when only top suction is 
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applied. Thus one sees that the vortex on the side on which suction is a1Jplicd is the 
) 
dominant one. This is also true of the downstream vortex street;~although not readily 
observable from the photographs presented. Regarding the values of A and a and the 
persistance of the highly periodic shedding, the same trends arc true for this case as for 
the case of Figure 21. 
Figure 23 shows an overview of the position of the init.ially-fc)rn1cd vortex fc)r 
all of the suction rates examined, making the trends discussed in the foregoing more 
readily observable. In this figure, the selection of photographs for the left and n1iddle 
columns was based on the method discussed in section 3.4, tha.t is, when the tin1elines 
in the center of the vortex beco1ne \'ertica.l for the seconcl ti1ue. Those c)f the right 
column were selected differently since i11 this case, top suction only, the initially fornte.d 
vortex of the lower side no longer rolls-up at the higher suction rates. lnstca.d, these 
were obtained by first measuring the downstream distance travelled by tl1e vortex 
centers when bottom suction only was a.pplied, and then 111a.t.ching this sa1ne distance 
for the top suction only case. This explains why in the first row of photogra.phs, the 
one in the right column .differs somewhat from tl1ose in the left a.nd rniddle colu1nns. In 
reality all three should look the same since tl1ey all corresponcl to the no suctio11 case. 
Before proceeding, it is important to state that tl1e positions of the initially 
formed vortices represented in Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23 are not absolute. Fot every 
suction rate studied, whether symmetric or asymmetric, tl1ere is a certain degree of 
fluctuation of the location where the first vortex forms. It 111ay be sligl1tly upstream or 
downstream of the positions shown in these figures. The phot.ographs presented 
represent, in the author's opinion, the location of the initially-formed vortex during the 
phase-locked oscillation of the near-wake. 
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4 .2.1 Vortex Traiectories 
In the l~XJ>l~llll\1~:N'I'AI, rl'l•:CIINIQlJF:s Sf'Ctic>n <>f the report the vortex 
formation length 11, was allud~cJ tcJ but not clcfinccl forrnall)'. 'fhis is dc>n" now by 
considering .. ""'igures 24 ancl 2.5. Thcs<' two figures show the trajectories <>f the vortex 
centers fron1 the onset of vortex forn1atic>n to a dist.anc" sufficic'ntl)' far clc>,vnstrearn of 
the trailing-edge. All trajcctori<'s clisJ>lay the fc>llo,ving charactPristics: they bf'gin at a 
location near the lower corn"r of th" trailing-e-dge, then 111<)\'(' f<>\Va,rcls the c<'nterlinc <>f I 
the wa,ke reaching a position closest tc> t.h" cent"rlinf', llll>Ve a\\'a)' frc>111 th<' cent<'rlin<', 
and fina.lly approach an asyn1J)t<>tic position further dc>,vnstr<'a111. \\Tith this in 111ind, 
we now define the vortex for111at.ic>n length If as the distance do,vnstrf'a111 of the 
trailing-edge where the vortex cent.er r"aches its n1axin1u111 J><>sition. 1,hP qucsti<>n n<>\V 
aTises as to how this valtfe of lf conrpar<'s ,vith the J>ositi<>n of the first V<>rtcx sho,vn in 
Figures 20,, 21, 22, and 23. It turns out that, for the ph<>togra.J)hs sclecte(J, the 
agreement is quite remarkable, with most vortex locations coincicling with the 
corresponding value of lf n1easured fron1 Figures 2·4 and 25. 1'he sn1all degree of 
,mismatch ma.y be attributed to the fact that the vortex forn1ation length is not 
constant as mentioned earlier. 
Figure 24 sl1ows the decrease in the vortex forn1a.ti.cJ11 length with decreasing 
8/T (increasing suction rate) for the sym1netrical case. rJ'his, <>f course, corresponds to 
the upstream movement of the first vortex, already ol)served in Figures 20 and 23a. 
The formation length for the lowest value of e /T seems, however, to deviate from this 
general trend. Before proposing an explanation for this, it is helpful to describe the 
procedure of data acquisition. Using the videotaped images of the vortices in a field .of 
view which en~ompasses the near field and. part of the downstream field, the vortex 
center was tracked directly from the video screen onto a transparent, 10 squares/inch 
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sheet. The position of the vortex cf'ntcr \\'as r11arkccl rvf'ry 1 / 12 scc<>n<l. Th us tl1c 
downstream velocity of the vorticrs rnay l>c inferred fron1 these figures, higher velocities 
corresponding to the more closely spared clots. 1'his prorr<lurc unf<>rtunatcly introduces 
some inaccuracies when the in1age <>n the video screen is nc>t well-defined, or as in the 
case of the higher suction rates, when the flow is not con1plctcly t\\'<>-din1ensional. The 
three-dimensionality of the flow field, already observed in F'igurc 20 f(>r t.he higher 
suction rate, makes it clifficult. t.o pinJ)<>int with J)rerisic>n the rf'nt.cr of the vortex, 
rendering its tracking sornewhat uncertain. 'I~his is n1c>st pr<>l>ably the rcasc>n why the 
length of formation at the Io w cs t v a.l u f' of 8 / T fa.II s o u ts id c t. h c gc n er al t. re n d , a.It. hough 
the fluctuation in the vortex f orrn at ic>n lcngt h n1 ay alsc> b,~ ri t,,cl. 
'The asymmetrical suctic>n ca.sc is sho\\1 11 in F~igure 2.S. 'I'h,, trend in this figure is 
very similar to those observed in F'igures 21 and 231> cc>r.1c<~r11i11g the vortex forniation 
length for the first three values, fc>ll<>\\'ecl by a.n increasing <>nc, a.nd ending with a 
slightly decreasing. one again. 1~.he rca.(lcr \\1 ill notice that in Figure 231> the second 
, 
upstream movement of the initial vortex, corresponding .to the second decrease in 
vortex formation length in Figure 25, begins ,vith the fifth photograph (i.e. at 8 /T 
1.31 E-2) whereas in Figure 25 this occurs a.t 8/1"' == 1.06 E-2. Once again we propose 
the difficulty in obtaining accurate results when tracking the vortex centers at high 
suction rates as the source for this discrepancy, although it is more likely in this case 
that the discrepancy is introduced by the fluctuation in the vortex length of formation-, 
since the flow for the asymmetric su.ction condition remains fairly two-dimensional 
throughout. Finally, one may notice the la.ck of ·points near the trailing-edge for the 
last three values of 8/T. This is due to the fact that the first vortex fotms further 
away from the trailing-edge for these cases, and so no vortex center is recorded until 
the first points shown on Figure 25. 
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4.2.2 Lon1itudinal W Vertical Spacin1 Qf the Vortex Street (.,\. a) 
Earlier in this section, rrfcrrncc was 111a,fc to th<' clr·crras,, in waveJ,,ngth .,\, and 
vertical SJJacing a, with an increase in th<' rate of sucti<>n fc>r hc>th the S)'1111n,,tric and 
asymmetric suction cases. Now, 111ore quantitative rf'sults, <>l>tainf'd clirrctl.Y fr<>rn flc)\V 
visualization centered at a downstr<'a.n1 distancf' <>f x/rl'=o, arf' prf'sr•ntf'd (sr•,, l·'igur" 12 
f<lr full range considered). l'he values c>f wavrl<'ngth and Vf'rtical s1>acing fc>r the 11<> 
suction condition, hereon referred t<> as .-\ 0 and a 0 , und,,rg<> significant. chang,·s, as Wf'II 
as t h c ratio ,,\ / a. W h c n s y 1n n1 ct r i c s u ct i <> n i s ,, n 11 > 1 c > y "d , a d cc r ,, as~ i n \V ave 1" 11 gt. h , 
ranging fron1 :J.40" to 2.16" is ex11erienccd, tc>gcther with a Jll<>r,~ sig11ifica11t r,,ductic>n 
in vertical spacing, ra.nging frorr1 1.01" t<> 0.1:3". C~clnvers,,)j', t.Ji,, ratic> f>f ,va,v,,Jength tc> 
vertical spacing increases frc>111 a va.lue <>f :J.:3() at 11<> suct.ic>n t<J 22.2 a.t full suctic>n. 
When asyn1n1ctric suction is a.ppli,~cl, si1nila.r chang<'s HI'(' prcs,,nt, h11t. ll<>t. a.s 
pronounced. 1"'he wavelength decreases fr<>lll :3.40" t.<> ~.(iG", th,~ v<'rLical spacing als<> 
clecrcases fr(llll a value of 1.1 "· t.<J ().tj2''., and the rati<J <>f \\'av,~IPngth t.c> v,~rtical spa.cing 
increases fron1 3.11 to ,5.17. 
t~igurcs 26, 27, and 28 show these trends fc>r l>c)th. the sy1111nctric a.nd 
asymmetric suction cases. 1"'hc values of ,,\ and a arc 11cJr111a.liz,,d with the tra.iling edge 
thickness and are plotted versus 8/'I'. Si1r1ilarly the rat.i<> >../ a is plotted versus 8/'l"'. 
Figures 29, 30 and 31 present the sarnc data r>lottcd versus 'J'y * /'1\ Ir1 l•'igurcs 32, 33, 
and 34 the data are presented plotted versus T* {J*/1'. 'I'hc reader will notice that at 
the no suction condition, the values for symmetric an(l asymmetric suction should 
coincide, but they do not for the plots of a/T. 1.,h is deviation is the result of 
fluctuations in the vortex street over time and is approximately i 0.12" of the above 
values, or in terms of ,,\ and a, 0.04>..0 and 0.12a 0 • l~or the range of ,,\ under 
consideration, such deviations are not very significan.t, yet for· the range of a quite th.e 
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opposite is true, specially at the lower values of a wherr this fluctuation is <>f the order 
of 100%a. Again, this is a charactrrist.ic <>f the flc>w and clc)('R n<>t. r,'prrs<'nt an crr<>r in 
measurcrncnt. since the values giv~n al>ovc result frc>rn averaging five separate 
measurements of .X and a over ti111e. Regarding the asyn1n1etric suction values, these 
represent the average of measurements with suction on the uppcr side and suction on 
the lower side only. A deviation of the order of 4% is assc>ciat<'d with thf'se quantities. 
·4 . 2. 3 Vortex Shedd i n g I;' reg u c n c y 
1"'he shedcling frequency of the vc>rtcx street f was Jll<'asurPd using th<' 
vi<lec>taped in1ages <>f the do,vnstrea.n1 field <>f view. rl'his ,vas sirn1>lj' dc>nc by rccc,rding 
the time interval l>etwcen succesive vc>rt.ires J>assing thrc>ugh a spcci-fied pc>int. rl'his 
rnethod provided goc>d results for the range <>f sheclding frequencies i11vc>lved. l~or the 
case of symn1ctric suction, the shedding frequency increa.scd fr<>lll 0.6:> llz to 1.0 llz 
with decreasing values of n1c>n1cntun1 thickness 8. Wh,~n a.S)'Inruetric suction wa.s 
applied, the .shedding frequencies rangecl fron1 (J.G,5 llz t(> 0.8.5 llz, aga.in with 
decreasing 8. The results arc shown on F"'igurcs 3,5, 36, 37, a.n cl ~38 where the 
dimensionless shedding frequency has heen plotted versus E-)/rl', Ty* /1"', an(l T* b*/rI'. 
,. 
The shedding frequency is made di1r1,~nsionlcss with the aicl of 1', 8, Ty*, or T*b*' auci 
U oo· Therefore, 
f ( ) 
·
8c ) = u 00 
where S( ) is the Strouhal number. None of the norrna.Jizing parameters serves to 
collapse the data to a universal Strou.hal number, and even more interesting is the 
, 
' 
linear relationship observed when 8 is employed. The data presented on the above 
figures are based on the average of ten values of frequency at a corresponding value of 
8/T (or Ty* or T* h*' whichever the case may be). From these a fluctuation of O.lfave 
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is present in both sucti·on cMrs fc>r f'Rch clata pc>int Ahc>wn. 'flris r11c>dulati<>11 shc1uld l>c 
considered a characteristic c>f thr fl<>\V, siruilar t.c> that alrrady <>hs<'rvrcl in t.h<' valu,~s <>.f 
A and a. Also, the valucR J>rrs,~ntrcl f<>r thr asyl.11rnctrir cas<', a~ain rcpr<'scnl an avcra·g,~ 
of the frequency rf'sultR fr<>r11 thr n [>J><'r sidr and frorn t.11<' l<>wcr side <Jnly. 'l'h<' 
uncertainty associatrcl with this av<'rag<' is als<J <>f thf' <>rd<'r <>f '1%. 'I'hcsc r<'sults were 
verified using hot wire an<'rrl<>JTI<'lry, and ar<' discussccJ latc.r in this report. 
4 .2.'1 Effect Qf End plates Q!1 b ih and f 
1'o further test and cn1phasiz<' t.hP validity <>f t.h,~ r<'snlts J>r<'s<'nt<'d ca.rli<'r 
concc·rning the walcngth .X, v<'rt.ical spaci·ng a, and shf'dding frf'qU<'llC)' J, c,f the vc,rt<'x 
street, 111c·asuren1cnts c,f th,•sc• \V<'r<' r<'p<•afc•d, hut. \Vit.h <'ndpla.t<'s at.t.a.ch,·d at th~· 
trailing-end <>f the plat<' tc> pffpcfiv<'I)' isc,lat<' th<' wak,• fr·c,111 any sidf' \Vall <'ffpcf.s. r.l'hc 
\ 
results arc tabulat"d in 'l'ablc 2. Ne) s11hst.a11ti·al diff,,r<'llC<'S fH,t\V<'f'll the results with 
endplatcs and thc,sc with<)Ut the111 can h<' c,bserv<'d, irrcsp<'ctive <>f their distaJ1ce fr<>lll 
the wall. A note, however, n1ust b,~ ruad,~ <>n the 11un1,·ricaJ va.lues <)f th<'sc· 1>ara.rr1ct.crs. 
All arc slightly smaller than those f<JU11d a.11d discussed· earlier. 'l'his is because a lower 
free st ream velocity was i na.d verten tly e1111>lc>yed du ring t h,~sc n1eas II re111cn ts. '],he 
original free strearn velocity was '2. 7 in/s<'r, <'<>rrcsr><>nding to llc,1_,== 140(). 1."'hc new free 
stream velocity was 2.5 in/sec, correspc>nding to Re,1,== 1300. Nc,nctheless, {heir purp<)Se 
was served since all values, those with an<l without endJ)latcs, were taken at the sa1ne 
free stream value, 2.5 in/sec. 
4.3 Transient Suction 
Another suction co.ndition cxr>lorcd ·was one in which the flow over the Jllate 
was suddenly exposed to a finite amc>unt of suction. Various suction flow rates were 
tried out, and of these the one with the high·est suction rate revealed the most 
interesting sequence of events. The aforernentioned suction rate corresponds to a value 
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of 8/T = 1.06 E-2 in the steady state. 1'he transition from no suction to full suction 
was carried out over two different time intervals, one approxirnatcly 0.8T O sec., where 
TO denotes the average period of V<Jrt.Px formation {TO ~ 1.25 sec.), and the other at 
approximately 8T O sec. The results arc shown on Figure 39 ( t ""0.8'I'0 sPc.) and Figure 
40 (t""8T 0 sec.). These figures show two sets of photographs arranged in an increa_sing 
time sequence. The number N indica.tPs the number of initia.lly formed vortices from 
the lower corner of the edge that have left the field of vif'w on the screen. The last 
vortex to leave the field of view before the application c>f suction is designated as N =1, 
followed by the first vortex after the onset of suction, N =2, and S<) on. It is clea.r fron1 
these figures that a well defined and coherent transition fron1 the nc) suction condition 
to the full suction condition takes pla.ce in the vortex street, as well a.s in the vortex 
formation length (1< N < fi for t---0.8T 0 sec., and 1< N < 6 for tr-v8T 0 sec.}. For the 
case of t ~8,-f O sec., this transition appears to be sn1oothcr than for t'"""0.8T O sec. Once 
this condition is· established, the vortex street begins to lose its t\vo-din1ensionality,. 
becoming completely three-din1ensiona.I for the ca.se ,vhcre t'"""0.8'I' 0 sec. or only 
partially three-dimensional for t '"'"'ST O sec. Eventually, the vortex .street regains its 
structure corresponding to steady suction as shown in Figure 20 for 8/T==l.06· E-2. 
This pattern of events is not representative of an isolated ca.se, but rather is the norm, 
based on repeated observations, when this suction condition is imposed. 
The opposite of the above condition, sudden closing, was also investigated, but 
yielded nothing other than what would be expected, a graduaJ transition from the full 
suction condition to the no suction one. 
4.4 Instantaneous Shear Layer Profiles 
In an effort to esta·blish the magnitude of the bac·kflow velocity in the region 
immediately after the trailing-edge, a hydrogen bubble wire was placed across the wake 
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at successive downstream locations. Then, by generating a continuous llulJb)e sheet, the 
instantaneous shear layer profile was visualized. rl'he results arc shown on Figure 41 for 
t he ( a) no s u ct ion , ( b ) s y n1 rn et r i c s u ct ion , and ( c ) as)' n 1 n 1 ct r i c s u ct i c> n case. 'r h cs e 
photographs, arranged at successive values of x/1-', cov<'r a distance ranging fro111 I/ 16" 
after the tailing edge (x/T = 0.083) to the point right lleforc the for111aticJn of the first 
vortex, thus only three photographs for the S)'n1n1ctric suction case. Surprisingly 
enough, all of these illustrate the a.hscnce of any bar kflo,v. It is i rn port ant tcJ stress at 
this point that these photographs represent only an instantanccJus vie,v of the shear 
layer, although even for bubble sheets generated for ll>ll~f'r ti111c peril>ds (not sho,vn 
here due to problen1s causecl bj' bubble rise) the a.l)sencc c>f backncJ\V st.ill persisted. rI,he 
only time however, where the presence of any backflo\V \Vas c)l)served, and then only in 
a sporadic fashion, was when the ,vire was placed verj' near the vortex forn1ation 
length. 
4.5 Downstream Wake Profile and Drag Reduction 
The reduction in the vertical spacing of the vortex street suggests that th·e tin1e 
mean shear layer of the wake changes significantly. To show thi-s, the velocity profile of 
the wake was calculated at a distance of seven trailing-edge thicknesses downstrean1. 
The method employed involved calculating the instantaneous velocities during one 
complete shedding cycle at various locations iri the shear layers and then averaging 
them to obtain the mean velocity profile. Figures 42a, 42b, and 42c show the 
normalized wake profiles for the ·no suction, symmetric suction, a,nd asyinmetric suction 
(lower side only) cases. These are plotted as u/Uoo vs. y /T (Figure 42a), u1/ulmax vs. 
Y/Yo.SUoo (Figure 42b), and y/Yo.SUoo vs. u1/ulmax (Figure 42c) where the velo·city 
defect u 1, defined as 
u 1 = Uoo - u 
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has been employed as well as the normalizing paramet~r Yo.SUoo' which rc11rescnts the 
'distance from the centerline where the velocity of the shear layer l>ccor11cs O.f>U oo· 
~'igure 42a clearly illustrates the momentum defect achicvccl' l1y the applicatic>n <>f 
suction, both symmetric and asy11rn1ctric, wh~rcas Figurrs 42b ancl 42c Rh<lW a l>Pttcr 
collapse of the data. 
}laving obtained the wake profiles for the al>ove suction conclitions, th<' 
,no rn c n tu ,n defect was com p u t ed in a man n c r s i rn i 1 a r to th at des c r i 1 ><'d i n t h <' 
EXPERIMENTAL TECIINIQUf:S section, and fro1n thes<', co,nJ>arisons rcgarcJing the 
drag ex perirnccd l)y the pla.t.<' \v.er<' 111 ade. The val urs <>f (-) /'I' c>hta i n,,d fc)r th<' 
do,vnstrearn wakes ,verr 0 .. 1:31 fc>r nc> surtion, 0.2()3 f<>r full syn11netric surti<lll, and 
0.301 for full asyn1111etric suction (l<l\ver side only). 'I~l.1<'se tra,nslate tc> a drag rrcluctic>n 
of 2.6 ti,nes that of the no suction ca.se when full syrnn1ctric suct.icln is apJ)lied, as well 
a.s a reduction by a factor of 1.5 when asytn n1etric sucti<Jn is cm ployed. 
4.6 Hot Wire Anemometer Results 
4.6.1 Vortex Shedding Frequency 
In section 4.2.3, the vclrtex shcdd.ing frequ.cncics ba.scd on fl<)W visua.lization 
were presented. These measurements were carried out a second tirne with the aid of a 
hot wire anemometer, in order to confirm with a higher (legree elf accuracy those 
previously obtained. The results were similar, although this time t.he shedding 
frequencies ranged from 0.7 Hz to 1.0 Ilz for the symmetric suction case and fron1 0.7 
Hz to 0.9 llz for the asym.metric suction case, both with decreasing value of 8/T. It 
should be noted th.at a fluctuation of 0.1/ ave was present in both suction cases for each 
data point obtained. T.his modulation should again be considered a characteristic of the 
flow and not be attributed to the ~esolution of the frequency data (0.005 Hz). 
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4 .6.2 l'ime Traces 
In this section the trarf's of the vortf'X shr•clcling process over time arc 
presented. 1"'hese results are to l>c ronsidcrccl fron1 a qualitative J><>int of vic,v and llfJt a 
quantitative one. No inforrnation or r<>nclusions should br dra\\'ll fron1 the nun1crical 
magnitude of the amplitudes in these Jllots. 1'he cornparis<>ns to be n1ade are based 
solely on the overall behavior of the vortex street ovrr tin1e. As 111entioned earlier in 
this report, the measurements were taken at the edge of the shear layer ancl ,vere done 
for two tirne periods. One cornJ>rised approxi,natel)' ],5 C)'clcs (approxi111ately 15 sec.), 
and the other approximately 200 cycles ( a pJ>roxin1atPl)' 200 sec.). A discussion of these 
follows. 
4.6.2.1 Short Time Period Traces 
The first experin1ents were carried out for a sn1all tin1e period onl)', chosen such 
that the number of cycles would be between 10 a.11d 1,5. A t)1 picaJ exan1ple, shown on 
Figure 43, gives a clear indication of the sinusoidal nature of the vortex shedding 
process and is representative of the no suction case (8/T == 7.80 E-2). The reader 
should not be misled by the apparent la.ck of amplitude 111odula.tion in Figure 43. There 
are pronounced modulations over time for the no suction ca.se., and for this reason a 
longer time period was selected. 
4.6.2.2 Long Time Period Traces 
As stated above, the short time period did not serve to provide a full 
understanding of the vortex shedding process. For this reason a longer o.ne was selected 
such that approximately 200-250 cycles would be included. The results obtained were· 
quite remarkable. Figure 44 shows the case of no suction. Here, the shedding process is 
characterized by severe amplitude modulations of varying. length, followed by the 
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.collapse of the sinusoidal signal, re11rrRf'nling no shrclcling. 'I'hr full suctic>n case, 14'"'igure 
45, clisplays sirnilar patternR, cxcrpt fc>r thf' rr1orc frrqurnt cc>llaJlS<' of the Rignal and the 
presence of r11ore noise. More striking, hc>,vcver, arc th<' results fr<>r11 the asyr11111etrir 
suction cases, full toJJ suction <>nly (8/'1' = 1.06 l~-2) and full hc>tlc>n1 surtic>n only 
(0/1"' = 1.06 E-2). Figure 46 sho,,·s the r<'sults <>f top suctic>n <>nl_y. l·'c>r t.his r<>nditi<>n 
there arc slight an1plitude n1odulatic>ns, yrt the- sinus<>idal si~nal dc>c-s n<>l cc>lla1>s<', 
contrary to what was obscrv<'d f<>r the no surt.i<>n and fllll s\lcti<>n casc-s. 'l'hc sa111<' 
pattern is observed for full bc>ttc>rn suction only. All n1Pasurc-n1<'nfs ,vcrr carri<'d c>ut at 
the upper edge of the shea.r layer at a do,vnstrea111 dist.anc<' <>f <>n" \vavrlcngth (see 
s cc t ion 3 . 2 ) . Reg a rd i n g t h e 111 a g n i t u d ~ < >f t h c- fl u r t u a t i < > n a r n p I i t u d cs , t h a t <> f t h e n o 
suction case is apJ)roxin1ately 5 tin1~s that. of the full suct.ic>n <>n<~ and ~ t.i111cs that. <>f 
the asyn1n1etric case. These nun1bPrs arc ba.sed on the uncalibrated vc)ltagc readings 
shown on the figures. Also, the a.n1r>lification factor wa.s va.ricd over the various suction 
conditions. For no suction and full a.symmetric suction the signa.l was amplified ,500 
times. For full symmetric suction, it was only amplified 200 times .. 
4.6.2.3 Attachment Qf Endplates 
The experiments described al>c>vc were rep.eat.eel, except this ti1ne end plates 
were attached to the trailing-edge of the plate in the 111a.nncr dcscribccl earlier. 'fhe 
,_ 
results for AR== 9.33 (end plates 1.5" from the side walls) coincide with what had been 
previously observed for the same suction conditions, bu.t without .endplates. The no 
suction and full suction cases show the collapse of the signal, whereas the top suction 
and bottom suction only do not. Next, the end plates were placed 3" from the side 
walls {AR == 5.33). The results of the no suction case, shown on Figure 47, differ to 
some extent from those obtained· without end plates since the signal, am.plified 200 
times, no longer collapses, yet the modulations ih amplitud.e persist. This, one could 
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now argue, is related to the anglC' at which the vorticC's arc shrd. If the olJlique 
shedding n1ocfc is responsil1lc for th<' p<'riodic rolla1ls<' of thr si~nal, then the abAcnce of 
it, such as what was olJserved earlirr \\' hen rncl plates at A ll=,5.33 were at tac hcd, 
should yield a signal over ti n1c Ii ke the one in F'igu re 4 7. 1"'he other two cases, fu 11 
symn1ctric suction and asyn1111etric suction, ren1ain practically the sa111e with what hac) 
been previously observed. 13ecause of the change in the n<J suction case frc>n1 A Il. == 9.3:J 
to AR == 5.33, an intermediate value, AR == 7.33, was investigated and clearly yielded 
a transition step between Figure 44 and F'igure 47. It shc>\ved the cclllapse <>f the signal, 
)'Ct for the n1ost part it si111ply displa)'f'd large anlJ)lit ude n1c>dulat.ic)ns. 
4.6.2.4 Results Using a Iligher Cut-off Frequency 
"fhe results J)resented thus far \\'f'ff' obt.a.ined using G llz as the high cut-off 
frequency. In order to dis1lell an)' qurstions concerning the app.r<>priatencss c>f this 
value, a higher cut-off frequency·, 12 llz, was en1plo~rcd. rl'he no suction ca.se \Va.s 
measured. Since the signal displayed the same chara.cteristics a.s those on Figure 44 (no 
suction, 6 Ifz), it was confirn1ed that no error had been introduced by the earlier choice 
of 6 Hz as an appropriate high pass frequency. 
4.6.2.5 Traversing Qf the Wake with the Probe 
One o.t~er situati?n investigated was the effect of traversing the wake witl1 tlie 
hot wire probe at a locatio·n near the trailing-edge. ·The probe was placed at 3/8" 
downstream of the trailing-edge and 7 /8" above and below the wa.ke centerline 
( corresponds to the edge of the shear layer). Figure 48 shows the time trace for no 
suction when the 'probe is placed on the ·upper portion of the shear layer. Tl1e result is 
... 
what one would expect for this condition, i.e. collapsing of the. signal. Interestingly 
-enough, when the probe was placed on the lower portion of the wake, Figure 49, an 
~ 
almost identical trace was obtaineq.. This suggests that the traversing· ·of the wake by 
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the hot wire probe, at a location near the trailing-cdgf', has no Rignificant effect on the 
flow field. Both of these signa's wer<' amplifi<'d 500 times. 
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5·. CONCl.1USIONS 
11aving described in dct.ail the nurncrous results ol>tainecl fron1 this 
investigation, i.e., the effect of dccrC'asing the boundary layPr thickn<'ss in1n1ediat,~ly 
upstream of separation frorn a flat plate' <lf finite trailing-C'clge thickness, a sun1n1ary <>f 
the most important obsf'rv at ions is n<l\V pr('sC'n ted. 
f,irst, the result of applying various degrC'C'S c>f suet icln ,vas thC' r<'d ucti<>n <>f the 
original lloundary layer thickness t<> 0.1 :>bc>, where 60 is the hc>11nda.ry la.ycr thickn<'ss 
at separation with no suction. 
'"\ 
Second., it was cstablishecl that the flo,v in the ,vakc <>f the pla.tc ,vas twcJ-
din1cnsional and of a period.ic na.ture., with vortex sh~dding fluctua.ting bPtwPcn a 
position parallel to the trailing edge of thC' J>la.tc and onC' at an angle <>f 20" f.<) it. 'l'hPsf' 
in turn correspond to a vortex street cJbscrvcd t<> fluctuate het,vccn the ·well-defined 
l(arman vortex street and a three-cli1ncnsional wake de-void <Jf any shedding. 
1'hird, the v-ortex formation length, defined as that distance do\vnstrcam of the 
trailing 11 1ed.ge where the vortex center reaches its n1a.xin1un1 positicJn, clecrca.s~s 
continuously with the application of symrnctric suction. Fc)r asy1nrnetric suctic>n it 
decreases· at first, then increases, and finally decreases r>11cc ;-1ga-i11. 
Fourth, the changes indu·ced in the vortex street, pa.rticularly the wavelength ,\, 
vertical spacing a, the ratio >../ a, and the shedding frequency f were very significant. 
Reductions down to 0.65>..0 and 0.10a 0 , as well as an- increase of 6.7(,\/a)0 and 1.5/0 , 
whe-re the subscript o refers· to the values without any suction, were exhibited whe.n 
symmetric suction was employed. Similarly, for asymmetric suction a reduction down 
to 0.8>..0 and 0.5a 0 , and an increase of 1. 7( >../ a )0 and 1.3/0 were present. 
Fifth, the onset of sudden su.ction., applied symmetrically over two different. 
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time periods, yields a highly organizf'd transition in tl1e vortex street l>ctwccn the 
initial state and the final onr, fc>llc>\\'<'<I by the colb\JlS<' c>f the vc>rlex street, ancl 
~ 
eventually regaining its norr11al aflflC'arance for the final suction stale. 
Sixth, the absence of any revrrsc flow in the rrgion ir11111ediately after the 
trailing edge was demonstratccl by visualizing the instantanf'olls shear layer r>rofilcs. 
Seventh 4 analysis of the wak<' prc>fil<> at a do,vnstrf'an1 distance of sc\'f'll trailing 
edge thicknesses showed a dccrC'ase in the rnornent urn cleficit. experienced \Vhcn 
syn1metric and asyn1n1etric suction ar<' ar>Jllied, a.nd c<>flS('qt1ent.l)' drag rf'ductir>ns c>f 2.,5 
times that of no suction, \Vhf'n S)'Illlllf't.ric suet.ion is cn11>lo)'P<I, and l .:> tin1cs f<)r the 
c·asc of asy111111etric suction were achievf'd. 
Eigth, ti111e traces of the ,vakc rcvea.lcd a sinusoidal signal characteriz,~d l>)' 
a.mplitude n1odulations a·nd periodic C(>llaJ)SCS. rl'hp effect of s_y1nn1ctric s-ncti(Jll \Vas to 
increase the frequency at which the signa.l collapsed, \Vhcrca.s that of a.syn1111etric 
suction was to stabilize it~ 
Finally, the attachment of end plates at various. distances showed no changes in 
the values of A, a, and f, as well as in the time traces of the wake, except for the case 
where the aspect ratio was reduced to AR=5.33. For tl1is ca.se the oblique sheclding 
mode was present only in a few instances, and the tin1e tra.ce revealed no cc>llapsing of 
the signal. These results lead us to postulate that the presence of oblique shedding 
creates a destabilization of the l(arman vortex street. 
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6/T 6* /T 0/T 
0.577 0.194 0.0780 
0.546 0.186 0.0762 
0.509 0.168 0.0704 
0.472 0.150 0.0645 
0.404 0.125 0.0542 
0.336 0.100 0.0440 
0.268 0.0752 0.0338 
0.199 
. 
0.0503 0.0235 
0.157 0.0437 0.0190 
0.115 0.0371 0.0144 
0.115 . 0.0369 0.0138 
0.115 0.0367 0.0131 
0.0995 0.0315 0.0119 
0.0840 0.026.2: 0.0106 
" 
.. 
. 
Table 1: Normalized values of boundary layer thickness 6 /T, displacement thickness 8* /T, and momentum thickness e /T, as a function of increasing suction 
rate. 
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NO ENDPLATES WITH ENDPLATES 
W /T=13.3 W/T=9.33 W/T=7.33 W /T=5.33 
NO SUCTION 
>-/T 4.56 4.81 4.72 4.67 
a/T 1.23 1.23 1.17 1.28 
>-/a 3. 71 3.91 4.03 3.65 
IT /U oo 0.180 0.174 0.189 0.177 
SYMMETRIC 
SUCTION 
>-/T 3.33 3.39 3.39 3.44 
a/T 0.256 0.256 0.256 0.256 
>-/a 13.0 13.2 13.2 13.4 
IT /U oo 0.264 0.237 0.255 0.258 
/ 
ASYMMETRIC 
SUCTION 
.,-'-
.. 
I 
) 
>-/T 3.61 3.69 3.77 3.64 
, 
a/T 0.613 0.613 0.547 0.53 
r 
' 
6.02 6.89 
1, 6.87 >-/a 5.89 •·' - .... 
IT/Uoo 0.237 0.228 0.232 0.234 . 
. 
Table 2: Normalized values of wavelength >../T, vertical apaci-. a/T, ratio of wave-
length to vertical spacing >../ a, and frequency rr /U oo, 1howin1 the effect of 
attaching endplates at the trailing edge of the plate. 
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(a) (b) 
Fiaure 1: Sketch of a typical impulse response for: (a) abaolutely unstable flow; (b) 
convectively unstable flow. Monkewitz and Nguyen (1987). 
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{ . 
Configuration of a laminar-flow suction slot. Pfenninger, Bacon, and Gold-
smith (1967). · 
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Figure 11: Composite drawing of the experimental system. 
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Figure 12: Schematic drawing of the two field, of view employed during flow visual-
ization: (a) at the trailing edge, x/T=O; (b) downstream of the trailing 
edge, .x/T=2. 7. 
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Figure 13: Schematic drawing depicting the location of the edge of the shear layer 
downstream of the trailing edge . 
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Figure 14: Side and end views of the trailing edge with endplates attached. 
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Figure 15: Hydrogen bubble lines at the trailing edge, employed in the determination of the momentum thickness: (a) acbematic; ( b) photograph illustrating the no suction case; ( c) photograph illustrating the full suction case. 
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Figure 16: Velocity profiles at separation for: (a) no suction, 8/T=0.078; (b) inter-
mediate suction, 0/T=0.024; (c) full suction, 0/T=0.011. 
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Figure 17: Normalized velocity profiles at separation as a result of the application of 
suction. 
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Figure 18: Hydrogen bubble lines in the spanwise direction for various suction condi-
tions: ( a) no suction; (b) top and bottom full suction; ( c) top full suction 
only; ( d) bottom full suction only. Approximately 50% of span shown. 
Wire located at y / 6=1, corresponding to the case of no suction. 
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Figure 19··: Unsteady vortex street development: (a) 2-D vortex street (locked-on 
mode); (b) transition; ( c) 3-D wake (wash-out). 0/T=0.078, i.e., no suc-
tion. 
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Figure 20: Vortex formation length and corres,ponding vortex street downstream of 
the trailing edge shown for the symmetric suction case at representative 
values of momentum thickness. 
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Figure 21: Vortex formation length and corresponding vortex street downstream of 
the trailing edge shown for the asymmetric suction case (bottom side only) 
at representative values of momentum thickness. 
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the trailing edge shown for the asymmetric suction case (upper side only) 
at representative values of momentum t4ickness.· 
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Figure 23: 
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Vortex formation length as a function of decreasing momentum thickness 
for: ( a) suction top and bottom; (b) bottom suction only; ( c) top suction 
only. 
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. Figure 24: Vortex center trajectories, and the corresponding vortex formation lengths, for the symmetric suction case as a function of decreasing momentum thickness. 
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Figure 25: Vortex center trajectories, and the corresponding vortex formation lengths, 
for the asymmetric suction case (bottom suction only) as a function of de-
creasing momentum thickness. 
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Figure 26: Plot of wavelength A vs. momentum thickness 8 for symmetric and asym-
metric suction. 
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Figure 27: Plot of vertical spacing a vs. momentum thickness 0 for symmetric and a-
symmetric suction. 
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Figure 28: Plot of the ratio of wavelength to vertical spacing >./a vs. momentum 
thickness e for symmetric and asymmetric suction. 
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Figure 29: Plot of wavelength ~ vs. Ty*. for symmetric and asymmetric suction. 
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Figure 30: Plot of vertical spacing a vs. Ty* for symmetric and. asymmetr
ic suction. 
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Figure 31: Plot of the ratio of wavelength to vertical spacing >./ a vs. Ty* for s~mme-· 
tric and asymmetric suction. 
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Figure 32: Plot of wavelength A vs. T* 6* for symmetric and asymmetric suction. 
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Figure 33: Plot of vertical spacing a vs. T* {J* for symmetric and asymmettic suction . 
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Figure 34: Plot of the ratio of wavelength to vertical spacing A/ a vs.T* b* for symme-
tric and asymmetric suction. 
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Figure 35: Plot of dimensionless shedding frequency ST vs. 0/T for symmetric and a-
symmetric suction. 
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Figure 36: Pio~ of dimensionless shedding frequency s8 vs. 0/T for symmetric and a-
symmetric suction. 
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Figure 37: Plot of dimensionless shedding frequency ST • vs. Ty* /T for symmetric 
d . t· 1/ an asymmetric sue 10n. 
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Figure 38: Plot of dimensionless shedding frequency ST. vs. T* 6• for symmetric 
and asymmetric suction. 6* 
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Figure 39: Vortex formation length and corresponding vortex street down~tream of 
the trailing edge showing the progression from·· the no suction st~te to the 
full s.uction (symmetric) one~ due to the onset of suction. (t ,....., 0.8T O sec). 
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Figure 39: Vortex formation length and corresponding vortex street downstream of the trailing edge showing the progression from the .. no suction state to the 
.full suction (symmetric) one, due to the onset of sU:ction. ( t '""" 0 .8T O sec). Continued. 
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Figure 40: Vortex formation length and corresponding vortex street, downstream of the ttailing edge showing the progression from the no suction state to the full suction ( symmetric) one, due to the onset of suction. ( t l"V 8T O sec}. 
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Figure 40: Vortex formation length. and corresponding vortex street downstream of the trailing edge showing the progression from the no suction state to the full suction (symmetric) one, due to the onset of suction. (t ~ 8T O sec). Continued. 
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Figure 41: Instantaneous hydrogen bubble lines demonstrating the absence of back-
flow in the region immediately after the trailing edge a.nd before the forma-
tion of the first vortex: (a) no suction; (b) symmetric suction: (c) asym-
metric suction. 
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Figure 42a: Normalized downstream velocity profiles for the no suction, symmetric 
suction, and asymmetric suction (lower side only) conditions. 
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Figure 42b: Normalized downstream velocity profiles for the no suction·, symmetric 
suction, and asymmetric suction (lower side only) conditions. 
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Figure 42c: Normalized downstream velocity profiles for the no suction, symmetric 
suction, and asymmetric suction (lower side only) conditions. 
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Figure 43: Time trace of.the no suction condition over a short period of time display-
ing the sinusoidal nature of the vortex shedding phenomenon. Amplifica-
tion=500. 
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Figure 44: Time trace of the no suction condition over a long period of time {200-250 
cycles approximately) showing the presence of amplitude modulations and 
sudden collapses of the signal. Amplification=500. 
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Figure 45: Time trace of the full symmetric suction condition over a long period of 
time {200-250 cycles approximately) showing the increased presence of 
amplitude modulations and sudden collapses of the signal. Amplification= 
200 . 
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Figure 46: 
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Time trace of the full top suction only condition over a long period of time 
(200-250 cycles approximately) showing only minor amplitude modulations 
and no collapsing of the signal. Amplification=500. 
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Time trace of the no suction condition over a long period of time {200-250 
cycles approximately) for a plate fitted with endplates (AR=5.33). The 
signal no longer collapses as in its counterpart without endplates. Amplifi-
cation=200. 
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Figure 48: Time trace of the no suction condition over a long period of time (200-250 
cycles approximately) taken with a probe placed on the upper half of the 
wake. Amplification=500 . 
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Figure 49: Time trace of the no suction condition over a long period of time (200-250 cycles approximately) taken with a probe placed on the lower half of the wake. Amplification=500. 
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